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ABSTRACT

A dye tracer study was conducted in the Weymouth Fore River,

Quincy, Massachusetts for the purpose of determining the tiros

required to remove or reduce to permissible concentrations any

contaminating material released as a point source in the river.

The test consisted of releasing a quantity of Rhodpmine-B dye

into the water and monitoring the dilution and dispersion of the

dye by continuous fluorometric analysis of the water and by

aerial photographs of the dye patch. Results of the test are

compared with theoretical flushing times computed previously. (,,
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PMI)T RET FT, WEYMl.,TTP F(1ME RIVER

UfE £TSiETrSAI. UIST,

Q111111, MASS.A.HUSEMtT

, NT .'DU;-Tl`1
I

Thc Oceanographic Office has cc..pleted theorotlca± studies of

t'-2 flush!,ng choracteristics of 17 harbors .wd eetu'cr.es in the

Ini ted 6tatcs. In d•rer to evaluate the rssults of tA ase theoretical

st,;2"es. prototype ffeld dye diapersal. tests were i for

several of t• e harbors and estuaries exhibiting ,iff..!rert ,.hysical

cbaracteriitics. One of these, the Weyir-uth Fore R, 7er rt

Q;uincy. ,.cssehusetts, was selected because the tl,:cret.cal re :rt

was baec on a very limited amount of data.

It, an estuary soch Ps the Weymcitl. Fore River 'Figure 1),

three principal metho-L can be used for predlctirZ t'rg di tlon

and disperzian of a contaminant. These are discussed in detail

in reference (i) of the bibliography, Briefly, these methods ere,

a. Tidal prism method -- Basically, in this method the

rate of dilution and dispersion of a contaminant depends on the

total volume of water transported seaward throu.ag a given seg-

mert of the estuary defined by the average excursic.n of a water

r.article cr. the flco.d current.

b. tif2'13iýýn equation method -- When a coef-cit-nt of

!fffujs•on cai be deterln•iud, the rate of dilutlon arJ. disperzio.

of a c•nt•minant by the tatural trbalenc-e in a wanter bod:i may

re pre--" tel



c. Advection method -- The movement of a contaminant released

in a tidal estuary may be predicted from a knowledge of the tidal

currents in the estuary.

The results of the Weymouth Fore River dye dispersion test are

reported herein, and comoarisons are made, when possible, with

the theoretical results in an attemothto determine the validity

of the above methods as applied to this area.

nI. TEST PROCETURES ANn PATA

A. General test procedures -- The general test procedures

were similar to those followed during dye dispersion tests con-

ducted previously in Mare Island Strait, California (2) and

Pearl Harbor, Hawaii (3). These consisted of releasing a quantity

of a fluorescent dye (Rhodamine-B or fluorescein) into the water

and monitoring its dilution and dispersion until the concentration

decreased below the threshold of the sampling equipment or until

other factors such as weather conditions, ship traffic. etc. re-

stricted monitoring . Sampling equipment consisted of a Turner

Nodel 1II Fluorometer equipped with a continuous flow sample

compartment and attached recorder. This equipment is capable of

detecting, under optimum conditions, concentrations as low as

two carta of dye per hundred billion parts of water. The Fluor-

ocster and attached recorder are compact portable instruments that

can be mounted easily aboard a small vessel for continuous analysis

of water samples as the beat traverses the dye patch in & harbor

or estuary. Water from selected depth. is pumped through the

2
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Fluoroeater which ..ontinuously aea5•res the dye content of the

water, thu.q providing a comprehensive record of the dilution

and dispersion of the dye throu;,hout a harbor or estuary.

Snmpling :procu't•re during this test wns similar to thqt

fol.lo,,,ed luring revious dye dispersal tests conducted by this

Office. Throughout t]-e part of tMe ttst when the dye patch was

plainly visible, the Lrocedure consisted of traversing the dye

patch at specified tire intervals to determine the spatial. dis-

tribution of dye within the uotcho Sampling throughout the test

was limited almost entirely to a depth of aworoximately 6 feet

because of the lar-e regions of shallow water. However, in the

deeper waters of the channel and harbor profer, the sampling hose

was neriodically lowered to the bottom in order to determine the

deoth to which the dye had penetrated.

To supplement the data obtained by water sampling, aerial

photographs of the dye patch were taken at 30-minute intervals

after dye release except for two photographs taken 10 and 15

minutes after release. Photograohs we-e discontinued at 1230

(3 hours 15 minutes after release) when the dye patch became too

diffuse for ccrial photogranhyo The scale of the ohotographs

varied considerably because they were taken at various camera

angles from different altitudes. To present a comprehensive

picture of the movement of the dye patch in the river, the out-

line of the dye oatch determined from each of the Dhotographs was

reduced to the same scale and reorodueed In Figures 2 through 8.

3
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After 113C, caily the leading edge of the dyi patch is shown because

the trailing edge had become so diffuse that a well-defined out-

line could no longer be determined.

After the dye patch was no longer visible, the 3ampling

procedure consisted of designating a number of stations through-

"out the test ar3a (Figure 1) and measuring the dye concentration

at various times at each of the stations encompassed by the dye.

B. Preliminary aurvey -- On 12 September 1961, several

sampling runs were made throughout the Weymouth Fore River, Town

River Bay, Hingham Bay, and Hull Bay to determine the background

fluorescence of the water. The background, which conqlzts of the

natural fluorepcence of the wbter and false readings of fluorescence

caused by turbid water, remained relatively constant throughout

the area. However, in shallow water, mhere turbid water was prev-

alent, the backgroune varied considerably and introduced some

error into the final results of the test, although corrections were

made whenever possible to reduce the error to a minimum*

C. Test data - The dye dispersion test was conducted in the

Weymouth Fore River during the period 13 through 20 September 1961.

On 13 September, aenroximotely 30 gallons of a solution containing

100 lb. of Rhodamine-8 dye were released as a point source in the

Weywauth Fore River at the point indicated In Figure 2. The dye

solution (initial concentration 0.40 g/cn) was released at

0925 EDT, approximately one hour after slack before flood, im-

S. mediately after release, the dye was carried southward in the

!3
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!•;.:o~h For, '.e b/ t'h3 flool cxrrarL- The dye wae. Lrans-

Dorted into th, shallow embayment south of North Weymouth and

southward thro,'Th the Wey-nouth Fore River as far as East Brain-

tr,2a The maj-r nart of the 6ae ntnalned eutranped in this general

e-_ (Figure 0" 'nd acted n-q a continuous source, with e slow

net outward flc..,: -f dye.- The prograssion or the dye nsatch from

the time of r3l?,.e until the patch was no longer visible is in-

d_.catad in igurTs 2 through 8. These fixtures -ere constr,•eted

primorily fro-.. •.•s aerial nbotographs of th.• dye rtcho

From 13 t!,ro;,;h 20 September, dye concentrations were r.easured

at various t'me intervals at as many of the sampling stations as

pcssible. T'.? dye concentrations for various tires after release

at selected 3totions are listed in Table 1. .Measurements of de

concentration also were made at stations other than thoce listed

and, in addition, concentrations were measured continuously

while transiting between stations° These data are not listed be-

cause the data for the stations indicated in the table were

considered sufficient to present a general picture of the dye

distribution.

The measure-ments of dye concentration at the 6-foot depth

were plotted on a chart of the area, and isopleths of dye eon-

centrat on were drawn; Figures 10 through 12 show the distribution

of dye determined by this method, Isopleths were not .rAWin for

times greater than 126 hours After release because tle sl~ti1al



concentration of dye indicated little variation througnout the

test area.

The actual configuration of the dye patch at all times was

more irregular than shown in the figures, and synooth isopleths

were drawn to present a gr-,.neral 'description of the distribution

anr movement of the dye.. Measurements of' dye concentrations at

all stations and between stations were considered in the con-

struction of the isopleths, although the data are not listed in

the tables. Lowest concentration indicated in the figures is

I x 10-10 ,/ce; lower concentrations were vasured, but the

reliability of the oata iecreased rapidly below this value because

slight background variations introduce a significant error at

these low concentrations-

The time required to comolete a circuit of the dye patch

and measure the dye concentration at each station within the patch

varied considerably. The time elapsed depended on the areal ex-

tent of the dye natch and the number of delays caused by equipment

maintenance and ship traffic. To obtain a completely accurate

nicture of the dye distribution throughout the test area, the

measurements would have to be made simultaneously at each station.

However, the error introduced by nonsynoptic sampling was considered

negligible because of the slow change in the dye distribution

during th3 latter part of the test.

Figures 10 through 12 clearly indicate the region in which

the dye was entrapped. The figures also show that the dye moved

slowly out of the region of entraonpnt through the Weymouth Fore



River anfi into Hingham Bayý The net outflow of the dye continued

throughout the test period, and by 20 September, the final da •l -

the test, concentrations had been reduced to values near beo r•-O _ a

level.

Because of the low dye concentrations in Hirgham jay, the

direction of movement of the dye in the bay was difficult to

determine accurately. However, rrom the limited amount of data

obtained, a net outflow through l•antasmt Gut and West Gut is

indicated. The major outflow through Nantasket Out tends to

verify the resultant current chart in the theoretical report.

The dye also began moving into Town River Jay with the flood

following the first ebb after release as Dredfcted in the theoretical

renort; because of aonroaching darkness sampling was discontinued

shortly after the flood began. From the data obtained it is

estimated that a maximum dye concentration of aoDroximately 1.0

1.0 x 10- 7  i/ca was reached in Town River ,ay at about i1

hours after release. The dye remained in Town River zay through-

out the teot, with a net outflow into the Weymouth Fore River

which proceeded at about the same rate as the outflow from the

major region of entrapment south of North Weymouth.

The decrease in concentration of the dye with time is showa

in Figure 13. The curve represents the highest concentration of

dye measured at a depth of 6 feet at various time after release,

regardless of location. The most significant feature of the curve

is the rapid decrease in concentration during the first two hours

after release which my be attributed to the initial dilution by

i7
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the receiving waters. Thereafter, concentrations decreased at a

inch slower rate until they reached the background level. Figure

13 also shows the tim-concentration curve for Town River Bay,

which indicates the estimated Deak concentration and the observed

decrease in concentration.

The test results indicate the behavior of a contaminant released

as a ooint source near slack before flood, one of the worst possible

time for a contaminant release in the Weymouth Fore River. A

release at slack before ebb or during the ebb would result in an

outward (north.,-sterly) transport of the contaminant. The con-

taminant would be carried into Hingham and Hull Bays, and part

would be transported out of the bays through Nantasket and West

Out. On the following flood, the direction of flow would reverse
a end the contaminant, greatly diluted by the volume of water in the

river and bays, would be carried back into the Weymouth Fore River

and Town River Bay where it would follow essentially the same

course as that described in this dye test,. However, concentrations

would be much lower, entraoment would not be as great, and the

flushing. rate would be more rapid than for a contaminant released

at slack before flood or during the flood. A dye test to describe

the behavior of a contaminant released at slack before ebb had

been olanned, but inclement weather forced a cancellation of the

test.

InI. CO4PARISON OF TPO•ETICAL AN') TEST M.ULTS

The principal asm of the test was to compare theoretical and

observed dilution and dispersion of a contaminant in the Weymouth

Fore River.

pa



A. Modified tidal prism method -- In the theoretical study

of the Weymouth Fore River, the modified tidal vri 4m *&Uqd i

a~olied to the cection oir the Weymouth Fore River extendfu hows-

East ;waintree to a line connecting- Houghs 4eck and Lower Neck

(Figure 1). However, only the region from East Braintree to a

line connecting Shipyard Point with King Core (Figure 1) was used

in the cosioariaon because the observed data are most reliable for

this region.

One of the basic assumntions of the tidal prism theory is that

the contaminating material must be distribdted uniformly both

horizontally and vertically throughout the estuary. Thus, valid

comparison of the )redicted curve an'i the test curve cannot be

made5 until the dye is uniformly distributed through:ut. the'specified

ar~a. During this test, a uniform distributiorn of dye throughout

the area was closely anoroached at 6 hours after release.

The observed curve is comnared with the Dredicted clirve in

Figure 13. Only the nortions of the curves beyond 6 hours after

release are conrdebred in the comparison. The curves show fairly

close a-3~ewnt, the observed concentrations being aortroximately

-' one order of wagnitude greater than the oredicted concentrations.

This difference in concentrations can be attributed in part to the

lack of uniform mixing of the 'lye throughout the stvecified area.

T'he slopes of the curves are essentially the same, indicating, a

very close agreement In the observeA anl nredlcted rate of decrease

* - in the concentrations throtiihout the area.

To simr'lify the teat results and make them aoplicable to



4 other amounts of a dissolved contaminant releaped in the Weymouth

Vo•e-River, a set of emoirical dilution factons (Table 2) has been

coqu•ted. They were derived primarily from the curves in Figure

13 and can be used to estimate the peak concentrations in the river

when a known amount of a contaminant is released. The dilution

fctcrs, when multiplied by the amount of the contaminating mit-ial

released# will give the soak concentration at the time indicated.

The dilution factors may be used for a contaminat released during

any phase of the tidal currents (flood or ebb); however, the con-

oentratioms for a release during ebb are overestimated, especially

for time greater than 4 hours after release.

B. T)ffusion equation and advection methods - Data obtained

during this test were insufficient to determine the rate of dispersion

and dilution of a contaminant in the Weymouth Fore River by aoli-

cation of these methods.[1 ~ IV. COMWICWIONIS
The results of the dye tests describe the behavior of a con-

taminant released near slack before flood as a point source in the

Weymouth Fore River for a given set of conditions (location of

release point, river discharge, strength and duration of the flood

current, etc.). Release of a contaminont under any other conditions

would necessarily alter these results. However, the following
conclusions derived :'rom results of the test should generally acply

undear...•t conditions for release at slack before flood or shortly

after flood begin.

-A. For the first 6-12 hours after release, the modified

10
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tidal prism mne h od underestimates the rate of decrease in

concentration because it is based on the aesumption that the

"contaminant is initially distributed evenly throughout the

section of the river under consideration.

B. If mixing of the eontaminant throughout the specified

area is complete (6-12 hours after release), the modified tidal

prism method allows prediction of contamination concentrations

which are accurate within one order of magnitude of the actual

concentrations.

C. flecrease in covncentration of a contaminant by dilution

is very raeid during the first few hours after release; there-

after, decrease with time proceeds at a much slower rate and is

due largoly to natural flushing processes. Thus, if the mes of

a contaminant introduced into the river is so large that dispersion

and dilution during the first few hours (6-12) do not reduce the

concentration below maximum permissible levels, the concentrations

will remain above permissible levels for at least V hours and

will extend over a large region of the river.

D. Entrapment of high concentrations of a contaminant released

in the Weymouth Fore River may be expected in the region south of

North Weymouth. The soluble and suspended potions of the contam-

inant will be slowly transported out of the regon; houevir, the

sediments in the widespread mudflats my become contaminated by

settling and adeorotion of the dye or other substance.

3. Town River Bay will rrmin free of the contaminant until

the next flood following a elease during flood or ebb. During the

311
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flod. the contaminant will be carried Into the bay. Hoiwver, am-

m etration of the contaminant will be considerab3y lower and

entraspmnt less extensive thau in the region south of .North Weymouth.

Again, the sediments in the mudflats may become contaminated by

caloiption end. settling.

4,•, F. For a contaminant released. at sla•,k before ebb or during

It e ebb, it is expected. that concentrations Cernerally . ill be

- u eh lowerp, entra;pnt vould not be as great, and. the flushing

rate vonud b- r=e rapid than f•r a contaminant released.r t slack

1• 1before or during floo&.
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PkDYn Commmm!ToN Ce/cc) mm3Auir AT sWBmm sTAT!IoKs
AT VARIOUS TIM~ PTM~ FWLAB

____ _ __ E0MS AIMN RN~tZO _ _ _ _ _

I. &.x1~ 3-6 O- 5. oxlo-8  .60-10 7.0 xio-9 1.-2X1- 7

2 4i.5x,0-6 1.3x,0-6 2.6x10" 7  7 .6110.O8

3 2.2x1107 2.3x10'8 6.2X10.8

Ii 3.8x1107 1. 3x10-7

5 4&.3x].0-7 5.6x3.0- 7  3.6x3.07 6.9110.8

6

7 9.2x30-7 6.8xio-7 i.3x10' 7  8A8

8 5 .2xr10Y 2.8x1107

9 1&.4x3.0 7  5 2110-7

10 Backgroum 3.8x10-7 2 4x10r7

U1 1 3110.8

12 6.2X1608

13

14i 6 .2X16-8

15 5 .iixz10

16 3.-41-

17 Background Background

18 Background

19 Background

20 Background

21.

22



TABLE 1 cont'd

Staition

Number 6.0 7Q.5 21t 253 12Z

1 1.7x1O-7 i.6xio-7 6.ox10"p 3.6xlo4 2.0x1O4 1.7x3.0-9

2 105x10- 7  7.6x10-9

3 l~oxi0-7  13x1O-7  i.Ixlo 7 3.2xlo-s i,0x1O-8

4 2.0x10-7 1.l.xlO'7  P-0x1O-F 5.hx1O-

5 1.2xlor 7  2.6x1O-7 P. 6x1 0 p 3-9x10-p 5.OXlO-8 3.lxO-9

6 2.Axicr 7  1.0x10-7

7 2.6x10-7  4I..x1-7 .3x,0-8 3.3x10-8

8 1.5x10-7  2.5x1- 7' 6.8x10-8 3.2110.8

9 7.2xIOr 8  T4110-8 8.Tzlcr-8

10 9.8x10-8  I.oxio-7 9.2x,0-8

11. 4.3x10 9

12 2.8x10-8  5.6x1108

13 IOI-

Ai 7.6x1Y-8

16 3.6x10-8 3..7x1108 7.7X1108

17 1.42c10-7  6.5xlO-8 3.I10-8 .x1r

18 6.8x10.8 2.OxI108 2.31C-9

198.0X1108 3.7x10-8 2.3xz109

20 2.0x10'8 3.7x1O-8 2.311O"9

21 4.ozio-9 2.3x~lO- 2.3-IC-9 1

22 Backgro 1.4xio-S

151



TABLE I. cý):t .

j ~ 6o2I4 ;230 122

23 Background 1.3x10- 8

225 84.-x1o- 9  1..a2io 7  7.34-0-8 3.S1O-8 1.3xJlcr 8  8- X.0-t0~~

26 9.2xc1O 4  14.5r.1043  6.8xio-8

2T 930kgron 5. 0x1O- 5.8xiO-8 3 lr204 .1.3x,0-8  1.7.r 9-

28 .3x10-ý 6.3x108  3.3x10'- 1.1x10- 8.OxlO101

29 -.x1 8  5.6x10-8 1.xO 3..L 9  8iC 0

306.XIO~-2- 14..5410 8  1 .2X10-7  5 .4ixio-9

31 aokgroumd 2.341Cr8  6.3x10-9  7.9x10-9  5.6x101 00
32 Background Background 5 .6xi6-10

33 Background 3. 5x101 01

3~4 Background Background 1. 5X10-9

35

36 Background

37 8 .4xio-10

38

39

1.0

ha2

1.3

44 Background

16



TABLE 1 cont'd

Station 161669StationNumber 126 146 169 Num~br 3.69 ,

23 17oxlO-9 i oio0- 9  145

24 7.o9x30-1O° 46

25 6o9xlO" 9  Background i.OxlO- 9  07

26 h8

27 6.6xi0-9  3.o5xO"1 0 9•9o9lO- 0  149

28 5,7xi0-9 3.5x10- 1 0  6.6xi0O10 50

29 5 .oxio-9  3.5xlO"-0 1 .5xlO0O 51

30 52

31 , o5xlO"9 Background background 53

32 2.5xlO"9 Background Background 54

33 2o9xi0"10 6.6x10"10 3.5xi0"10 55

34 Background 6o6xIO"lO 56 L4.IxLO" 0

35 57 b.2xlO"•0

36 5F b.2x10- 10

37 Background 59 6.6xi0"lO

38 Background Background 60 P.Ox1O"10

39 Background 61 6.xlO1 0

1.O Background Background 62 1.3iO0-9

41 Background Background 63

412 Background Background 64.

1.3 Background 65

h4 h.x1o-1 0  Background 66 1.6x±O09
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StationTABLE 
I cont 

td

W~absr126 UI6 U69

3.1 ý5x1o-9 3 .5x1O-l ftckgrouxld

5 1.7xlcr 9 1-7x1O0"4 1.5x1O-l 0

6

7 2.3x1O~ -913x10- 3.5x101 0o

F 2A8X10l1 3.5x10 1 0

9 It .5x1O-9 5.6x1lO-l

10

12

15

16 Background

17 6.9%10-9 3.5xlO-10 Background

1? 6.6x10-9 1.Ox10-9 MASxO-

19 6.,6xc10 9 1.3x10-9 7.9x10.10

20 1.7x10-9 5 -6x101 0l

21 1 .7x1' -9 5-(10-1

22 1.7X10-9
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TABLE 1 cont~'d

Numtati 214 30 -122

L 5 Background mkru4

* I b6 l.0x10-9  Background Background 1.3xr1O0 6. 6mUY1O Ihkgroun4

14?0
heBackground Background52l

149 Background

50 P.L-X1O-10

51 5.14xlO-l Background Background 3.5x2.010  6.1x1-0~

52

5h P.2xl109  P .tx10-10

55 P.3x10-9  background P.9,c1O0-

56 6.971-9 Background 7.5xiO-lo 1.5xlO-9  1.,2xlo010

F:? ?,5xl0 1  1.14xlo~ t.oxio9  i.4xiO-9 701

2 xL0 6. 1xlo- 1 .OX1O- 1.LX.7 PXX'

60 Background 1.6xr10 9  1.PX10-9

61 7.9x10-10  AP.10d10 10  1j3x10 9  1.1x104

62 F.1jxW0 10  1.6x10-9 Background l.Px1O-9

63 6.6x.10-10  Backgrouwad idackground

6h4 94.lxlO 10o 1.6x10 8  .L'xlO-9  Background Background

65 "~ckground

66 1.7x10"' Backgromun
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Dilution Factors fo Weymouth Fore River

Time after
- release Dilution Facters

(hours)
i/Oc /ft3

0.5 h.2 -x10-111.2 x ix10-

1.0 2.9 x 10-II P.2 x 10-7

2.0 l.o x I0"I1 5.1 x 10-7
h.O 1.2 x 10 3.4 Y+lO"7

6.o 9.5 x 1012 2.7 x10 7

8.0 7P7 x 10-12 °2x10-7

x 10- 1 2  . -7
~2.C5.7 x o21.6 10

2b.0 2.b x 10c1 2  6.3 x 10"

4P.o 6.2 z i0"13  1.7 x 10-8

72.0 3.1 x 10 3  8.5 10- 9

96.o 1-5 x 10-13 h.l x 10"9

120.0 7.9 x i0-14 2.2 x 10"9

1146o .. 4.2 x 10-14 1.2 x lO-9

16P.0 2.2 x 10-Ih 6.2 x 10-10

1. Multiply the total amount of contaminant released (concentration
x volume) by the dilution factor for the req'ired tipe after

. release. This gives the concentration at that tiff.

2. Two dilution factors are given s3 that conputations may be
made either in terms of cc or ft'.

' 3. The dilution factors are based on the assumption that the
volume of contaminant is small in relation to the volume of
the harbor or estuary.
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FIGURE 2. POSITION OF DYE PATCH 10 MINUTES AFTER RELEASE (0915)
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I FIGURE 3. POSITION OF DYE PATCH 15 MINUTES AFTER RELEASE (0915)
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FIGURE 4. POSITION OF DYE PATCH 45 MINUTES AFTER RELEASE (0915)
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FIGURE 5. POSITION OF DYE PATCH I HOUR I5 MINUTES AFTER RELEASE (0915)
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FIGURE 6.POSITION OF DYE PATCH I HOUR 45 MINUTES AFTER RELEASE (0915)
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FIGURE 7. POSITION OF DYE PATCH 2 HOURS 15 MINUTES AFTER RELEASE (0915)
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FIGURE 8. POSITION OF DYE PATCH 3 HOURS 15 MINUTES AFTER RELEASE (0915)
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